


Far from Dominaria, in a 

distant corner of the multiverse, 

lies Mirrodin, a plane made entirely 
of metal. Blades of the Razor Fields’ 

golden grass chime in the wind. Huge 
misshapen boulders are suspended 
magnetically above the peaks of rusted 
iron mountains. Elsewhere, a wide sea of 

silvery liquid reflects the sky like a rippled mirror. On 
the horizon, Mirrodin’s four suns—white, blue, red, and a 

black sphere of void-—rise and set in their strange orbits. 
Among the towering copper trees of the Tangle, the 

Viridian elves do the best they can to thrive in this strange 
version of nature. Glissa Sunseeker, the elves’ finest hunter and perhap 

most skilled warrior, lives in the treetops with her people, high abc 
a vicious web of predator and prey below. But when the leve 

come, their safety is shattered utterly. Countless elves are _ 
slaughtered by the grotesque machines desigr 

GLISSA 

solely for killing. Glissa barely escapes, draggec 
from the Tangle half-conscious, /_ on 
claw of a damaged leveler. 

The trolls of Tel-Jilad had tried to warn 

Glissa, to protect her. They said the 
monstrosities were coming for her, and that 
she, above all others, needed to live. How - 
did they know what was to come? Who sei 
the levelers to kill her, and why? These — 
questions lead her on a journey throug 

_ Marodin and toward i a fe grea e 

ee Sunseeker oe the other elves are suspicious of her. The 
metal on her body is almost black, more like darksteel than the 
natural copper. Her distrust of the Rebuking, the ceremony in which 
the Viridian elves renounce their own memories, made her more than 

one enemy. But all acknowledge that she is the best hunter in the 
Tangle. When she’s tracking a vorrac or slagwurm through the maze of 
copper, her kin can barely keep pace. 

But Glissa’s mind is on greater things. She knows there is more to 
her world than the confines of the Tangle. She also has an unshakeable 

feeling that something is not right with Mirrodin—something is out of 
balance. Lately she has had strange visions of another forest, one made of 

substances of which she has never conceived. What do the visions mean? 
Ach why do the trolls of Tel-Jilad mutter to each other in their strange tongue whenever she is near? 

ore Glissa and the goblin Slobad discovered Bosh deep inside the 
murk of Mephidross, he had stood there rusting for—how long?—a 
hundred years? A thousand? The ancient iron golem resembles the 
ur-golems from the oldest stories, but he remembers nothing of his 
past or how he came to lay dormant amid the darkness. While he tries 
to uncover his own mystery, he follows Glissa to the farthest 
reaches of the plane. He would give his “life” to protect those who 
restored it. 
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| Inside the Tangle stands a huge tree whose trunk is engraved with 

countless spirals of troll runes. The tree is Tel-Jilad, home to an 

ancient and secretive race of trolls. The runes of Tel-Jilad are said to 

be a complete history of the world, but no one except the trolls 

themselves can read the strange script. 
The trolls choose only the strongest elvish warriors to guard the 

tree, and in return, the trolls’ arcane wards and ritual magic guard 

the whole of the Tangle against interlopers. The trolls know what 

the Viridian elves do not: Someone of great power is coming to the 

Tangle to hunt the hunter. 

From the shores of the Quicksilver Sea can be seen the great 

sphere that hangs above the city of Lumengrid on the horizon. 

Lumengrid is the throne of the vedalken, an amphibious race of 

mages and artificers whose skill surpasses any other. The vedalken 

worship only knowledge-—it is their language and currency in one. 

| From this huge dome-shaped city, the vedalken synod governs 

- the spires of quicksilver where the human Neurok dwell. 

Deep within the heart of Lumengrid lies a chamber sacred to the 

vedalken where the synod seeks answers: the Knowledge Pool. It is 

here that Janus, the speaker of the synod, learns enough about his 

world and its creator to set his grand design in motion. 

According to goblin legends, Kuldotha, “the Steel Mother,” gave 

birth to Mirrodin. Molten metal flows constantly from the base of this ~ 

/ towering structure in the middle of the Oxidda Chain. The goblins 

' falsely believe they tend Kuldotha’s fires, and the Furnace is like a 

church to them. Their dead are incinerated in its pools of molten metal, 

and the metal from their bodies is reclaimed and reforged into goblin _ 

“ancestor machines” Ages ago, an unusually smart goblin named Krark — 

decided that the sanctity of the Steel Mother was bunk. He ventured __ 

into Kuldotha’s depths to see what lies below. What he found was 

forcibly erased from goblin lore. Krark was killed for heresy, and his 

followers were expelled from the warrens around Kuldotha. 

When the leonin established their dominance over the Razor 

Fields, Taj-Nar was already the largest den. Dakan, the very first 

kha and uniter of the prides, chose the shining city as the capital— 

and no wonder. At the city’s base is the holy Cave of Light, where 

legend has it that the abunas, the clerics, focus their faith and cause 

the white sun to rise every day. Now Raksha Golden Cub is kha, the 

youngest ever to hold the title. 
Ushanti, the leonin’s greatest healer and seer, is troubled. She 

senses that someone from outside the Razor Fields will change 

their way of life forever-someone who could end the world as she 

_ knows it. 

| The wasteland of Mephidross, with its host of nim and its 
necrogen mists, seems endless. But in the largest of the corroded 
chimneys stands the Vault of Whispers, the stronghold of a 
long-forgotten human warlord. Around it, countless vicious nim 
wander and scavenge, waiting for the next order from someone still 

sane enough to give one. 
The orders come from Geth, the Vault’s current keeper and 

master. Like all Moriok who venture deep into Mephidross, he was 

tempted by the power that an instant army of pseudo-undead 

warriors could give him. Geth believes his dark magic can keep 

- the necrogen curse at bay, that he can avoid turning into one of 
the monsters he commands. Only time will tell if he’s right. 



The lifeforms of Mirrodin naturally 
develop metal anatomy. This seems like 

second nature to Mirrodin’s sentient 
inhabitants, although old vedalken archives 
theorize that a gas of some kind—the 
“Spore”—causes mutations in living things 

while they're still in the womb. Where does 
the Spore come from? The archives don’t even 

guess at this mystery. 
Different organisms have evolved different 

forms of metal anatomy depending on their 
physiology and where they live. Perhaps the 

most obvious example is the diversity of 
Mirrodin’s groups of humans: Auriok, Neurok, 
Moriok, Vulshok, and Sylvok. Each group 
looks radically different from the next, 
and each has developed in ways that suit 
its environment. 

A big ball of energy in the ty i that emits light is 
usually called a sun. But a satellite that orbits a 
planet is a moon. So what are the four spheres of 
mana orbiting Mirrodin? The answer depends on 
where you're from. The leonin call them suns and 
worship the white sun as the bringer of life. The 
Moriok call them moons, perhaps because they 
shine more dimly in the perpetual half-night of 
Mephidross. In general, white- and green-aligned 
cultures call them suns, whereas blue- and black- 

aligned cultures call them moons. And as in all 
things, the goblins are very confused. 

BLINKMOTHS 

The only “stars” in Mirrodin’s sky are the blinkmoths, 
tiny bioluminescent organisms that emit a pinpoint of 
blue-white light and fly in dizzyingly complex patterns. 
They are the most basic and perhaps most essential part 
of Mirrodin’s ecosystem. Somehow, these creatures 
synthesize pure mana from metal and vice versa. Th 

also pass through metal effortlessly. In fact, once in 
a great while, when Mirrodin’s four suns align and hal 
the world is in darkness, every blinkmoth 
inexplicably disappears into the plane’s surface. The 

denizens of Mirrodin call this the Night of Pitch. 
For the vedalken, the blinkmoths have a unique 

o—_ << purpose. Long ago, a mage discovered that if a single 
Se - eof _blinkmoth is separated from the others, it grows agitat- 

—a | ed, then frenzied. Finally it hisses and pops, leaving 
nothing but a small amount of blue liquid. This liquid, 
known as “serum” or “lymph,” has the ability to magi- 
cally expand intellect. Because of this property, 
serum is the most valuable substance imaginable 

to a vedalken. 



The Mirrodin™ set introduces a few new creature types, 
but none are as ubiquitous as the myr. These artificial 
creatures lurk in every environment on Mirrodin, 
although no one knows where they came from or 
whether they have a larger purpose. The myr frequently 
act as servitors, performing labor or menial tasks for the 
denizens of Mirrodin. But sometimes their behavior 

indicates that they watch—even study—those whom 
they serve. If they report what they see to an unseen 

master, however, no one has ever seen them do so. 

Glimmervoid is Mirrodin’s desert. It’s a vast expanse 
of featureless metal, uninhabited and unexplored. 
Glimmervoid’s emptiness is interrupted only by four 
huge towers that radiate with strong magic. Each is 
etched with the ancient runes of the ur-golems, a 
nearly forgotten race of powerful artifact creatures 
from centuries past. When taken together, the towers 
are a warning about Memnarch. But to the cultures 
of Mirrodin, Memnarch is nothing more than a 
bogeyman-—a story to keep children from misbehav- 
ing. If Memnarch was ever real, what was he? 
And where is he now? 

In the heart of the Tangle, a circle of burnished 
copper one hundred feet across forms a clearing 
in the forest. This is the Radix, a location sacred to 

the elves and Sylvok druids of the Tangle. No 
mold accumulates here, and the Radix is warm to 

the touch even at black sun’s noon. The most 
emarkable thing about the Radix, however, is that 

anything left on its surface slowly vanishes in a 
matter of days. This is the place where the Viridian 
elves send their honored dead to the afterlife, 

and also where they banish the devices and 
machines they deem unnatural. 
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For years now, 

R&D has been 

listening to Magic: 

The Gathering® 
players around the world lament the demise 

of artifacts. We agree that there haven’t been many 

good artifacts in recent sets, but that’s because we were 

saving them all for the Mirrodin block! This year, artifacts are 

back with a vengeance. Almost half the set is artifacts. And the 

Mirrodin set also introduces artifact Equipment, the first new 

subtype with its own rules since the Legends® set introduced the 
Legend creature type. 

The artifacts in the Mirrodin set enable players to once 
again do all the cool things that artifacts have always let players 

o. You can draw extra cards with Tower of Fortunes and 

Serum Tank. You can accelerate your mana with Chrome Mox 

and the Talismans. You can even blow up the world with 
Oblivion Stone or Worldslayer. The Mirrodin set also includes a bunch 

of totally new effects that have never been done on artifacts before, 

and they’re just begging for someone to find the right deck to build around them. 

Some old favorites have come back—such as Triskelion and Bottle Gnomes—and 

some cards are sure to become new favorites. Leveler made me laugh out loud the 

first time I read it (and then I immediately started thinking of ways I could use it). 

Meanwhile, have you seen Platinum Angel yet?! I am constantly amazed when 

Magic” designers keep coming up with brand new ideas, but they always do. 

Equipment is another fine example of Magic design working 

well. This artifact type has great flavor (especially in an artifact- 

_ rich set), and it puts great new strategic options at players’ 

disposal. Here’s how Equipment works: You spend some mana 

to get an Equipment into play and then you can give it to any 
one of your creatures by paying the equip cost. 
If the creature is destroyed (or leaves play for 

any reason), the Equipment drops back onto 

the battlefield. In other words, it stays in 

play. In addition, regardless of whether an 
Equipment is already attached, you have the option of 

paying the equip cost again and passing it to another 
creature. All of these factors add up to a really powerful new ability, so 

you're allowed to attach Equipment to creatures only on your own turn, 

whenever you could play a sorcery. 



In the Mirrodin set, each color is defined by its relationship with artifacts. Blue has always 
been the best color at working with artifacts, and that’s how it goes in the Mirrodin set, too. 

Whether you want to search for artifacts or just take advantage of having them in play, blue is 

the right color. You might say it has an affinity for artifacts (you would especially say that if you 

wanted your spells to be cheaper thanks to the new affinity mechanic). 

Blue’s two friends, black and white, are the other two colors that get along well with 

artifacts. White is really good at using Equipment, with Soldiers that get better when 
equipped and artificers that can go search out Equipment for you. Black just 

likes it when artifacts are around. It has Nim creatures that all get 

+1/+0 for each artifact you control. 

Red, on the other hand, just likes to see artifacts get 

blown up. Red doesn’t care whether you're blowing up 

your own artifacts (to make an Atog bigger, for example 

or blowing up your opponent’s artifacts. As long as 

something gets destroyed, red is happy. 

Although red might be the most destructive color 

when it comes to artifacts, green is the color that 

hates them the most. Green is the only color that 

doesn’t have any cards that interact positively with 

your own artifacts. Instead it has creatures with protec- 
tion from artifacts and various other ways to punish 
opponents who rely too much on their shiny new trinkets. 

Even if you don’t want to play with artifacts, the 

Mirrodin set still has stuff for you. Each color has a couple of 

entwine spells that let you get either of their two 

effects—or both if you have enough mana. Each color 

also has a Slith—a strange new type of creature that gets 

bigger every time it deals combat damage to a player. 

All in all, the Mirrodin set empowers players to do 

whatever they want to do. The imprint mechanic enables 
you to design your own cards using whatever blueprint gives 

you the effect you really want. Equipment lets you build up 

your monsters by giving them any number of weapons, armor, 
and other cool and useful items. Entwine spells allow you to have 

your cake and eat it, too. And there are artifacts to suit every taste 

or style. Whether you like huge effects, deadly creatures, or combo 

engines, the Mirrodin set opens up whole new 

deckbuilding possibilities. 
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1. Platinum Angel 
You can’t lose the game. No, really, you can’t lose the game. 
It’s that simple. If you keep the Angel alive, it will keep you 
alive. If your opponent plays a card that says she wins, she 
doesn't. If you're at O life and the Angel's still in play, you're still 
in the game. With all this in mind, if there’s a Mirrodin creature 
you want to befriend over any other, it’s Platinum Angel. You can’t lose the game and your 

opponents can’t win the game. 

dn its heart hes the secret of brmortality 

F-3 2. Soul Foundry 
What if I told you that every turn you could put a copy of your favorite creature into play? 
Soul Foundry allows you to do just that. By imprinting, say, Platinum 
Angel, you can make a fleet of 4/4 flying protectors, making it very 
difficult for any opponent to defeat you. But who cares about winning 
when you could just have fun? Try putting the Tempest™ set’s Muscle 

pag you may remove aceamecrdin | fj Sliver, the Exodus™ set’s Soul Warden, or even Grid Monitor in the Soul 
your hand from the game. (The renioved 

em @ Foundry. You can grow gigantic monsters, gain enormous amounts of 
Put a creature token into play that’s 

hecowerci mnacoormarces | MW Life, or even “break the rules” by putting steel behemoths into play. 

Mindslaver 

3. Mindslaver 

From the beginning of Magic: The Gathering history (a.k.a. Time), there have been cards that 
= allow you to take control of your opponent's things. Control Magic lets you 

take control of a creature. Word of Command lets you play a spell from your 
| 7 9) 2% ).._ opponent's hand. In the Mirrodin set, Mindslaver lets you take control of 
Sas Q@ Mea .\. Y\ your opponent-for an entire turn. Does your opponent have an Atog in 
i ee SO in SEG play that’s about to give you some trouble? Use Mindslaver to happily — 

tnd make all dessionsfor te paver, |, Ct sacrifice your opponent's artifacts to the Atog. And then happily 
He or she doesn’t lose life because of 

muna burn) : z = : < ‘ oe forget to have the Atog ditack, 

ee sep stnssapeate sais 

Glisea Gane ker 

4, Glissa Sunseeker 

It's one thing for green, as a color, to hate artifacts. But Glissa Sunseeker’s 
feelings for them go beyond hate—she absolutely loathes artifacts. If 
you're planning on playing any creatures or spells and you think you 
might want to destroy an artifact or two over the course of a game, try 

— (™ using Glissa. One of the best things about Glissa is that when she’s 
‘ Destroy target artifactities = FM finally through with doing what she’s best at—destroying artifacts—she 

converted mana cost is equal to the 

amount of mana in your mana pool WI tus Out to be an excellent fighting force as well. 
os 5 : ae at ae oe of this G 

5. Gilded Lotus 
Sure, Black Lotus was cool—arguably the coolest card of all time. But wouldn’t it be even cooler 
if you didn’t have to sacrifice Black Lotus to get that three mana of any 
color? Maybe, say, if you could just tap it instead? Gilded Lotus 
allows you to do just that. Want to splash Promise of Power, Plated 
Slagwurm, or Luminous Angel in an off-color deck? Play Gilded 

Aad eee page ofaayenecolor @_  Lotus—you won't be sorry. And for extra fun, try Sculpting Steel for to your mana pool, 

Over such beauty, wars are ough.Wih | a Combo that forges duplicate Lotuses! 
suck power, WATS are Wor, 
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Choose one ~~ You draw five cards and 
you Jose 3 life; ar put a black Demon 

creature token with flying into play with 
power and toughness each equal to the 
number of cards in your hand as the token 

comes into play. 

Entwine & (Choose both if you pay the 
entzoine cost) 

Sacrifice an artifact: Megatog gets 
+3/+3 and gains trample until end 

Whenever equipped creature deals 

combat damage to a player, destroy all 

permanents other than Worldslaver 

: Attach to target creature vou 

control. Equip only as a sorcery, This card 

comes inte play unattached and stays i 

play if the creature leaves play) 

Affinity for artifacts (Thus spell costs 
fess to play for eactt artifact you control.) 

Flying 

Broodstar’s power and toughness are 
each equal to the number of artifacts 
you control, 

Equip costs you pay cost 

As long as Auriok Steelshaper is 
equipped, Soldiers and Knights you 
control get +1/+1. 

They put their safety in his hands. He 
puts sharpened steel in theirs. 

| aeeDany Orta 
SH BORD POG RAB arate ae tes Ce Tac S05. 

6. Promise of Power 
I don’t know much about power, or promises thereof, but 

I promise you this: If you choose to draw five cards, and 
then make a gigantic flying black creature, your odds of 
winning will increase—by a lot. Promise of Power is one 
of the many cool new cards with the entwine ability. 
With the right amount of mana, you get the best of 
both worlds. 

Megatog 
Atog is cool; there’s no doubting that. It’s been wreaking havoc 

on players for almost ten years now. But Megatog accomplishes 
something Atog never could: It can get humongous and then trample throug 

almost any blocker in the game, making it even more difficult for your 
opponents to deal with. If you’re looking for a huge finisher in your red deck, Megatog is a 

great choice. 

8. Worldslayer 
“Wait! Dont touch that sword!’ 

Then silence. He touched the sword, and the world is no more. 

Worldslayer is one zany piece of Equipment and a combo connois- 
seur’s dream. It’s the only card in the Magic game that lets you “blow up 
the world” time and time again. If you're the kind of player who likes to see 
things come and go as you please, Worldslayer is the perfect toy 

Broodstar is easily the biggest and baddest card with 
affinity in the set. And when you build decks with cards 
from the Mirrodin set, controlling eight artifacts at once isn’t 
as outlandish as you might think. Just wait until you see 
the look on your opponents’ faces! Flying creatures that 
are 8/8 are few and far between. Flying creatures that are 
8/8 and cost you only ¢ ¢? That’s unheard of. 

In a white weenie deck with Soldiers and Knights, an 
equipped Auriok Steelshaper serves as both a superb 

“attacker and an excellent creature helper. In other 
words, it helps you smash face. Its ability to make equip 

costs cheaper makes some of the awesome Mirrodin 
Equipment—like Bonesplitter, Sword of Kaldra, and Empyrial Plate— 

all the more devastating. Auriok Steelshaper’s a keeper. 

MIRRODIN 



@, Sacrifice Aither Spellbomb: Return 
target creature to its owner's hand. 

2, Sacrifice Aither Spellbomb: Draw 
a card. 

“Release that which was never caged.” 
—-Spellhamb wiscription 

At the beginning of your precombat 
main phase, add ®& to your mana pool 

for each charge counter on Altar of 
Shadows. 

@, @: Destroy target creature. Then 
put a charge counter on Altar of 

Shadows. 

@, Remove the top ten cards of your 
library from the game: Arc-Slogger deals 
2 damage to target creature or player. 

A shuffling sound and the smell of ozone 
follow the slogger as surely as its electrte tad. 

Auriok Bladewarden 

®: Target creature gets +X/+X until 
end of turn, where X is Auriok 
Bladewarden’s power. 

constant struggle that allies are more 

| 
The Auriok have learned through 

precious than water. 

WD crateareavicnyntensinsniaosinsumsasaesacactensctaeraint 

( Altar’s Light 

Remove target artifact or enchantment 
from the game. 

“The altar does nathing; the device 1s crushes 
under the weight of tts own tmpurign” 

Ushantt, leonin seer 

er Daren Bader 
IES SER g 

HernevecnieneebeeAileissnoMoMbuOmononineinenncnde 

‘Enchant Creature 

Enchanted creature can’t attack 

er block, and its activated abilities 

can’t be played. 

“Unfortunately, it doesn’t restrain the 
beast’s smell. 

—lissa Sunseeker 

ower tin Hildebrandt 
seach e ade GE 

Equip costs you pay cost & less. 

As long as Auriok Steelshaper is 

equipped, Soldiers and Knights you 

control get +1/+1. 

They put thetr safety in his hands, He 
puts sharpened steel in theirs. 

| 

Ancient Den 

(Ancient Den isnt a spell) 

Add # to your mana pool. 

Taj-Nar, throne of Raksha Golden Cub, 
destined leader of the leonin prides. 

[ Assert Authority 

iinstant 

Affinity for artifacts (hes xpeli costs F 

lexs to play for each artifact you control.) 

Counter target spell. If it’s countered 

this way, remove it from the game 
instead of putting it into its owner's 

graveyard. 

Lume ares Hidehrandt 
Be et edn Abe 

i Auriok Transfixer 

= uman Scout 

©: Tap target artifact. 

“Ady grandfather knew enough spells to i 
fil a hundred scrolls. Nowadays, if a 

spell cannot fight the levelers, It 18 not 
even. taught to our young.’ 

coe eccentric ameter otecncr ert 

instant 

Counter target artifact or enchantment 
spell. 

“Murder of the living & tragic, but murder of | 
the idea ts unforgivable,” 
Fans, speaker of the synod 

amcor Ertan SOUCY 
Saks i TORRES GE Sate 

unui end of turn. 

On Domunaria, a scavenger. On Mirrodin, 

a predator. 

Instant cece 

The next time target creature would 

deal damage this turn, prevent that 
damage. You gain life equal to the 
damage prevented this way. 

Sremed by the mere presence of the leonm 
kha, the nin raider quickly fell to its knees. 

Dav Dorman 
ischer 

RES Winasele nf thes toasts ten, SUG ae 
& a Cioant; fake PSOE 

iy Esk GUE 

fephen Tanpia i/I | : maordcntt M. 
POOR SOUS Wikcsrdle af Hn Coast bic, S700 : : : pei es ne: 
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Equipped creature gers +1/+1 for cach 
charge counter on Banshee’s Blade. 

Whenever equipped creature deals combat 
damage, put a charge counter on this card. 

Bguip & (2: Agach to kareet creature vou 
control. Equip only as a sorcery. TRis card 
comes bito play wrattached and stays i play 
Y the creature leaves play.) 

Blinding Beam 

Instant 

Choose one — Tap two target 
creatures; or creatures don’t untap 
during target player’s next untap step. | 

Entwine (Choose both if you pay the 
entwine cost.) 

ear Doug Chaffce 
p caaa 

Equipped creature gets +2/+-0. 

Sguip 2 Cb: Auach to tareet creature 

vou control. Equip only as a sorcery. This 
card comws pite play wnattacked and 
stays wt play if the creature leaves pla 

: Counter target acrivated 
ability from an artifact source. (Alana | 

abilines can’t be countered.) 

In @ strange tecrst of fate, one of the most 

me creatures on the mualitverse was 
brought to the place where ut could cause 
the most damage. 

Artifact 

| Each player sacrifices two creatures. 

| “In the game of conquest, whe cares 

® about the paens if the Ring vet reigns?” 
~—eth, keeper of the Vault 

At the beginning of each plaver’s 

precombat main phase, if Bimkmoth 
Urn is untapped, that player adds 1 

to his or her mana pool for each 
artifact he or she controls. 

The vedalken embed such urns 01 their 

livoig artifact creations, 

‘Bosh, Iron Golem 

w, Socrifice an artifact: Bosh, Iron Golem 
deals damape equal to the sacrificed 
artifact’s converted mana cost to target 
creature or player. 

As Giese searches for the truth abour Memuarch, 
Bosh searches tw unearth the secrets of his p 

When Cathodion js put into a graveyard 
from play, add & to your mana pool. 

soldering parts of themselves to the mechanion. 
Cathodions repair the Great Furnace by e 

Puentually, they become one with the machine. | 

Battlegrowth 

Put a +1/+1 counter on target 

creature. 

“T would gladly die jor the forest, but 
Pm much better at killing jor a" 

Blinkmoth Well 

| 10 your mana pool. 

: Tap target noncreature artifact. 

| When dictated by blmikmoth nugratory 
patterns, clouds of tay Hehts well up from 

¥ 

PPOUDES CON 

woe Dawid Martin 

fottle Gnomes 
— 

Sacrifice Bottle Goomes: You gain 

3 lite, 

Reinjorcements ... or refreshments? 

Chalice of the Void comes into play 
with X charge counters on it. 

Whenever a player plays a spell with 
converted mana cost equal to the 
number of charge counters on 
Chalice of the Void, counter that spell. 

Choose one ~- Destroy target creature; 
or return target creature card from your 
graveyard to play. 

Entwine-—Saerifice three lands. (Crouse 
i both uf vou pay the entiwine cost.) 

All creatures able to block rarger 
creature this turn do so. 

16 study the predators of the langle, ttvo 
people are required: one to watch from 
above, and one to run like hell. 

[Broodstar _ 

Affinity for artifacts (Zhis spell costs 4 
less to play for each artifact you contrai) 

Flying 

Broodstar’s power and toughness are 
each equal to the number of artifacts 
you control, 

omer Hen ATES 
TS Geog SANS be 

| Blying 

| When Chimney Imp is put into a 
graveyard from play, target opponent 

}puts a card from his or her hand on 
top of his or her library. 

ISTH CR 

MIRRODIN 
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(Clockwork Dragon 

a, &, Sacrifice Chromatic Sphere: Add 
one mana of any color to your mana 
pool, Draw a card. 

“Als expected, this sphere’s design reflects the 
colors of the four moons ... plus another?” 
~- Pontifex, elder researcher 

Prine 

Clockwork Dragon comes inte play with six 

+1/+1 counters on it. 

Whenever Clockwork Dragon attacks or 
blocks, remove a +1/+1 counter from it at end 

of combat. 

3: Pura +141 counter on Clockwork Drecon 

Enchantment 

Whenever an artifact, creature, or g 
} 

enchantment comes into play, its | 

t controller chooses target permanen 
another player controls that shares a 

type with it. Exchange control of 
those permanents. 

estan Spcicer 

Copperhoof Vorrac gets +1/+1 for 
each untapped permanent your 

opponents control. 

| Like all forest beasts, it lrves by one rule: 
uf there’s no room to grow, make some. 

MIRRODIN 

imprint — When Chrame Mox comes 
into play, you may remove a nonartifact, 
noniand card in your hand from the 
game. (The removed card is unprinted on 
this argfact.) 

@: Add one mana of any of the imprinted 
card’s colors to your mana pool. 

Artifact Creature — Beast 

Yrample 

Clockwork Vorrac comes into play with four 

+if+] counters on it. 

Whenever Clockwork Vorrac attacks or blacks, 

remove a +1/+1 counter from it at end of 

combat. 

@: Pura +h] counter on Clockwork Vorrac. 

Spend only black mana on X. 

Consume Spirit deals X damage to 
target creature or player. You gain X life. 

| Mephidross changes all whoa divell there, 
taking their lives and adding them to is own. 

Destroy target artifact, enchantment, 

or land. 

| The deadliest force on Merrodin isn’t the 
| largest organisim-—it’s the smallest. 

(Clockwork Beetle 

lockwork Beetle comes inte play 
with two +1/+1 counters on it. 

Whenever Clockwork Beetle attacks 

or blocks, remove a +1/+1 counter 

from it at end of combat. 

Land — Locus 

Cloudpost comes into play tapped. 

*: Add & to your mana pool for each 
Locus in play. 

| “He watches from above. He watches from 
below. He watches from twuhin,” 
~-Tuscription on lel-Tuad, the Iree of lates 

ee tar SS : 

Whenever enchanted creature attacks 

or blocks, its controller loses 3 life, 

Thus leash disciplines the master. 

(Crystal Shard 

Return target 

creature to its owner's hand unless 
its controller pays 

The vedaiken know tt 1s not of this 
goorld, so they Rnow that this world ts 

nat the only one. 

Clockwork Condor comes into play 

with three +1/4+1 counters on it. 

| Whenever Clockwork Condor 

attacks or blocks, remove a +i/+1 

counter from it at end of combat. 

: Cobalt Golem gains flying 
until end of turn. 

Centuries before the first tudes of the 

Quicksilver Sea rose to nieet each new 
4 sun, Mirrodin’s light shone on the 

i golents alone. 

Add ® to your mana pool. 

The elves thought of the nryr as minor 
treats, just as the mryr thought of the 

elves. 

At the beginning of your upkeep, 
destroy target nenland permanent 
with the lowest converted mana cost 

among nonland permanents in play. 
Cf two or more permanents are fed for 
lowest cost, target any one of them.) 



(Damping Matrix 

Activated abilities of artifacts and 

creatures can't be played unless 

they’re mana abilities. 

The priests tried cursing 11. The mages 
tried dispelling it. In the end, they ail 
obeved it. 

Unattach all Equipment from target | 

creature. 

“Be thankful I left you your clothes.” 

Choose one — Tap target permanent; 
or untap target permanent. 

Entwine & (Choose both if you pay the 
entiwine cost.) 

‘Artifact Creature — Shapeshifter 

Imprint ~- When Duphicant comes into 
play, you may remove target nontoken 
ereature from the game. (ihe removed card 
is onprinied on thes artifact.) 

As long as a creature card is imprinted on 
Dupkicant, Duplicant has that card’s 
power, toughness, and creature types. It’s 
still a Shapeshifter. 

Arufact — Equipment 

Whenever equipped creature blocks or 
becomes blocked by a creature, destroy 

that creature and equipped creature. 

Equip 2 (2. Anach to target creature you 
control. Equip only as a sorcery. This card 
conies into play unattached and stays i 
play if the creature leaves play.) 

mi Cleric 

Whenever an artifact is put into a 

graveyard from play, you may have 
target opponent lose 1 life. 

He stands in the shadow of his lord, 
Geth, drinking in the dark energies of 
the Vault. 

Protection from white 

At the end of your turn, you lose 4 life. 

Whenever a creature is put into a 
graveyard from play, you gain 2 life. 

Whenever Duskworker becomes blocked, 
regenerate if. 

@: Duskworker gets +1/+0 until end of 
turn. 

Alt the setting of cach sun, it emerges to clean 
Murrodin’s floor of the day's carrion. 

Destroy target artifact. Then add 

PH co your mana pool. 

“Nothing oi this world, not even mdgic, 

likes to be caged.” 

| Domineer 

| 

You control enchanted artifact 

creature. 

Since they haven't scen their original 
master for millennia, golems are eager to} 
take orders from anyone. 

Creature — Zombie _ 

*"T would never have believed that on a 

world with four suns there could exist a 

place so dark.” 

~(shissaa Sunseeker 

(Electrostatic Bolt 

Electrostatic Bolt deals 2 damage to 
target creature. If it’s an artifact 
creature, Electrostatic Bolt deals 4 

damage to it instead. 

It’s hard to avoid electric shock when 

the entire plane 1s metailic. 

amar Rannly Gallegos 
wri ae Sues a PRIEST LANE 35K 

. ) 
estroy target artifact with converted 

mana cost X. It can’t be regenerated. 
Detonate deals X damage to that 
artifact’s controller. 

the goblins have forty-tie different words 

a Dave Dorin 
eee 

f, &: Puta +i/tl counter on 

target creature. 

to claw. 

( Dross Scorpion 

Whenever Dross Scorpion or another 
artifact creature is put into a graveyard 
from play, you may untap target artifact. 

They skitter out af the musts ia consume fresh 
Ril before Mephidrass has a chance te corrode 
i away. 

if Artifact Creature S Ef 

®, Sacrifice Elf Replica: Destroy 
target enchantment. 

it hunts with unnerving ferocity. 

MIRRODIN 

i A single drop turns skin to scale and fist | 



ti Artifact — Equipment 

Equipped creature gets +1/+1] for 
each card in your hand. 

Equip 2 (2: Attach to target creature 

you control. Equip only as a sorcery. This 
card comes into play unattached and 
stays in play if the creature leaves play.) 

Whenever 2 source an opponent 

controls deals damage to you, if 

Farsight Mask is untapped, you 

may draw a card. 

ft turns the adversity of the moment into 

the Rnowledge of a lifetime. 

(Fists of the Anvil 

Instant 

‘Target creature gets +4/+0 until 

end of turn. 

Gron’s mind reeled with possibilities, 
most of which are best left unmentioned. 

war Pie Venters 
shee a 

MIRRODIN 

imprint -—- When Estraplanar Lens comes 
into play, you may remove target land vou 
control fom the game. (The removed card is 
uaprinted on tus artifact.) 

Whenever a land with the same name as 
the imprinted card is tapped for mana, its 
controller adds one mana to his or her 
mana poal of any type that land produced. 

Creature — Human Wizard 

At the beginning of each opponent’s 
upkeep, that player chooses draw step, 
main phase, or combat phase. The 
player skips cach instance of the 
chosen step or phase this turn. 

No one kouxes what she is watching, but 
he never takes her 

Whenever Flayed Nim deals combat 

damage to a creature, that creature’s 
controller loses that much life. 

2: Regenerate Flayed Nim. 

Search your library for an artifact 

card, reveal it, and put it into your 

hand. Then shuffle your library. 

“The secret to Intention 1s to see 

something in your mind, then find 

where it hides in the world.” 

(Fiery Gambit 

Php a coin until you lose a flip ar choose to 
stop flipping. If you lose a flip, Fiery Gambit 

has no effect. If you win one or more flips, 
Fiery Gambit deals 3 damage to target 
creature. If you win twe or more flips, Fiery 

Gambit deals 6 damage to each opponent. 
If you win three or more flips, draw nine 
cards and untap all lands you control. 

emer SCOT ME FE 
eke it abt SR FAN 

As an additional cost to play Forge 

Armor, sacrifice an artifact. 

Put X +1/+1 counters on target 

creature, where X js the sacrificed 

artifact’s converted mana cost. 

Fangren Hunter 

‘Trample 

Bre ones hunt the elves, sa the elves hunt the 
sptall ones to Reep them from getting big. 

Fireshrieker 

i(Artifact — Equipment 

Equipped creature has double strike. 
Ct deals both first-sirike and resuiar 
rontbat damage.) 

Equip 2 (2: Avach to tareel creature | 
you control. Equip ently as a sorcery. This i 
card comies into play unattached and 
stays in play if the creature leaves play.) 

Whenever enchanted creature becomes 
the target of a spell or ability, that spell 
or ability’s controller gains control of 
enchanted creature. (This effect doesn’t 
end at end of turn) 



\Artifact Creature 

Affinity for artifacts (Thus spell costs 1 

less to play for each artifact you control, } 

At first, vedalken observers thought 
blinkmoths naturally avoided certain 
places. Then th 

frogmute feeding grounds. 

Glimmervoid 

At end of turn, if you control no 
artifacts, sacrifice Gliimmervoid. 

mana pool. 

An empty canvas holds infinite possibilities. 

zed those places were | 

(Gian key 

You may play Galvanic Key any 
time you could play an instant. 

; @: Untap target artifact. 

A solution in search of a problem, 

a5 

: Destroy target artifact if its 
converted mana cost is equal to the 

amount of mana in your mana pool. 

““There’s a secret at the heart of this 

world, and fT will unlock ut.” 

At the beginning of each player's 
upkeep, that player reveals the top card? 
of his or her library. ff it’s an artifact, 
creature, enchantment, or land card, 

the player may put it into play. 

library until you reveal a land card. Goblin 

Charbelcher deals damage equal te the 
number of nonland cards revealed this way to 

target creature or player. If the revealed land 

card was 3 Mountain, Goblin Charbelcher 

deals double that damage instead. Pur the 

revealed cards on the bottem of your library 

in any order. 

oKorosvolnono} 
: Add three mana of any one color 

to your mana pool, 

Over such beauty, wars are fought. Wah 
Such povver, wars are won. 

i Artifact Creature 

Fiving 

Goblin Dirigible doesn’t untap during 
your untap step. 

At the beginning of vour upkeep, you 
may pay 4. If you do, untap Geblin 

Dirigible. 

| Goblin Striker _ 

E Creature — Goblin Berserker (Artifact Creature __ Artifact Creature — Myr 

Goblin War Wagon doesn’t untap 
during your untap step. 
At the beginning of your upkeep, lhe leonin thought of the wryr as omens, |. 

you may pay 2. If you do, untap never pnagutung Ure suuster fate they 

Goblin War Wagon. L | foretold. 

Pirst strike, hastc ©: Add ® to your mana poel. 
@, Sacrifice Geblin Replica: 

Destroy target artifact. Lhere’s no word mm the goblin language 

jor “strategy” Then again, there's no 
dt destroys with unthinking glee. 8 : ; 

oe & Sie word in the goblin language for “word” 

weKovin Dakier 
Oe. TES SRS RRS og ite Reet sg 

Golem-Skin Gauntlets 

instant 

Choose one —- Unnl end of turn, you gain ue Ae ; Equipped creature gets +1/+0 for iD; ; 
control of target creature and & gains 

; 

FE BE EE 

each Equipment attached to it. (Great Purnace wnt a spell) 
= 4 oo Gabe , @: Granite Shard deals | 

Se a ee site; OF SACEHICe a CreBtUTe, THEN Larat He damage ta target creature or player. 
Equip 2 (2: Attach to target creature Reins deals damage equal to that crearure’s a2 7 pe 
you control. Equip only as a sorcery. This | | power to target creature or player. 

card comes into play unattached and Entwine 2@ (Choose both if you pay the 
stays tt play if the creature leaves play) enivite cast.) 

©: Add @ to your mana pool. 

It’s a piece of a world the goblins have never 
seen but would dearly like to blow up. temple of the goblin horde. 

ots QD NE 

MIRRODIN 



( Heartwood Shard 

[Artifact Creature S,) 0 Peiintwant ®t, | _ Son, | | 

4 | Be Search vour library for a nonland card and @ i. : : 
: _ @ reveal it, Each opponent who played a card Whenever Groffskithur becomes j , ® or @, ©: Target creature gains 

(| You can’t play creature spells. : this turn with the same name as that card blocked, you may return target card trample until end of turn. 
® loses 6 life. Then shuffle the revealed card pin wa 3 - i : : : named Groffskithur from your : coe : 

the wedalken protect the Knowledge By back into your library. graveyard to your hand. Like all other relics, 1t was left on the 
Pool at ary cost. m ©: Return Grim Reminder from your a i Radix by the elves to be destroved. : : y N 

@ graveyard fo your hand. Play this ability @ dt growls not to threaten, but to suanmon. Unlike all ether relics, tt persisted. 
® only durmg your upkeep. : : | : 

avis 

Radix 

I: Hemarite Golem gets +2/+0 until | | Each artifact spell costs more to play | : + Choose one —- Creatures target 
end of turn. ; for each artifact its controller controls. : : Lap target artifact, creature, 4 player controls attack this turn if 
. Se : oe or land. : able; at i 
Centuries before the first peaks of the Oxidda |. | The elves learned long ago that anything left : ic ao es a. f ontrol gain 
Chain rewrote the laces of magnetism, the | t here slowly vanishes. Now it is a sacred site | A medel of Mirrodin in both shape and SE Strike ue end Of turn. 

golems patrolled Mirrodin’s featureless . where the dead are laid to rest and where 4 spirit. H Entwine 2 (Choose both if you pay 
surface unhindered. : unnatural magic 18 erased forever. E 3 A the entewine cast.) 

1/4 | 

i Inertia Bubble 

Enchant Artiface Artifact Creature — Myr “5 

Enchanted artifact doesn’t untap -| @: Add @ to your mana pool. | @ larget creature gets -1/-1 until end 

during its controller’s untap step. of turn for each artifact you control. @ 
“4 Lhe goblins didn't think of the neyr at : 

“T wouldn't want vou to hurt yourself? | | all, which allowed the seyr to observe a The blast ignores the cage of metal but 
--—Bruenna, Neurok leader : 4 evervavhere unhindered. iy devours the flesh inside. 

mr Hah Jamieson ‘ Seite 3 ene Daye Doran 

(Isochron Scepter _¥) 

ER Ee ea 

- 4 

‘ (Basic Land — Island a, : (Artifact SS, } 

Imprint —-When Isochron Scepter comes 
into play, you may remove an instant card 
with converted mana cost 2 of less in your 
hand from the game. (The removed card ts 
naprined os this artifact.) 

2, @: You may copy the imprinted imstant 
card and play the copy without paying its 
mana cost. 

16 MIRRODIN 



At the end of your turn, target opponent ‘ 
gains control of jinxed Choker and puts a 
charge counter on it. 

At the beginning of your upkeep, Jinxed 
Choker deals damage to you equal to the 
number of charge counters on #. 

®: Put a charge counter on Jinxed Choker 
ot remove one from it. 

; i 

i! Legendary Artifact 

If you would flip a coin, instead flip 
two coins and ignore one. 

"7 can think of one goblin it ain't so 
= & lucky for.” 

——Slobad, goblin tinkerer 

(Leonin Den-Guard 

As long as Leonin Den-Guard is 
equipped, it gets +1/+1 and 

attacking doesn’t cause it to tap. 

No one under the four suns can elude 

the watchful eve of the den-guard. 

no todd Lockwood 
AN RAS TOR, Wiecaucis of the 

(Leonin Sun Standard 

#: Creatures you control get 
+1/+1 until end of turn. 

The commander tells the troops where to | 

£0, but the standard reminds them why 
they're there. 

Choose one —- Search your library for | 

up te two basic land cards, reveal 
them, put them into your hand, then 
shuffle your library; or you may play 
up to two additional lands this turn. 

Enrwine 2@ (Choose both if you pay 

| the entevine coxt.) 

(Leaden Myr 

Artifact Creature — Myr 

Add @ to your mana pool. 

The Moriok saw the nrvr as fellow 

scavengers, never knowing just who the 

neyy were scavenging Jor. 

(Leonin Elder 

‘Creature — Cat Cleric 

Whenever an artifact comes into play, 
you may gain 1 life. 

“The wisdont of the elders ts just as much 
a@ weapon as a steord or spear. We must 

learn to wield wu" 
~—-ishant, leon seer 

nee Todd Lockwood 
Es IM Maw Coneat, Sao, 

When Leveler comes into play, 

remove your library from the game. 

Once a century, the levelers rip through 
every corner of Mirrodin, abeynig the 

conpnands of an unseen master. 

Sacrifice an artifact: Krark-Clan 

Grunt gets +1/40 and gains first 

strike until end of turn. 

The more weapons a goblin breaks 1 

battle, the more respected he becomes. 

eee NO MES Mo Bax 
ioe Pe Beg CARE Ro ast fics 2 

ii Creature — Cat Cleric 

Artifacts you contro! can’t be the 

targets of spells or abilinies your 
opponents control. 

Only leonin clerics who can survive the 
Razor Fields for one turning of the sums 
can stand in the Cave of Light. 

mer Darrell Riche 
bee FW ikarde at rhs Dean, bs 

Equipped creature gets +1/+1. 

Equip } (2: Auack to lurget creature 

you control. Equip only as @ sorcery. This 
card comes mito play unattached and 
stays in play if the creature leaves play.) 

¥ 

jars Pendulum 

Name a card. Target 
opponent guesses whether a card 
with that name is in your hand. You 
may reveal your hand. If you do and 
your opponent guessed wrong, draw 

a card. 

Sacrifice an artifact: Krark-Clan 
Shaman deals 1 damage to each 

creature without flying. 

“What do you mean, were out of stuff 

to melt down? Give me vour leg.” 

You may play Leonin Bladetrap any 
time you could play an instant. 

@, Sacrifice Leonin Bladetrap: Leonin 
Bladetrap deals 2 damage to each 
attacking creature without flying. 

(Leonin Skyhunter_ 

Creature — Cat Knight - 

Flying 

The skyhunters were born when the first 

leonin gazed at the heavens and wished 
to hunt the birds overhead. 

amr ROY Walker 

®, Sacrifice Lifespark Spellbomb: Until 
end of turn, target land becomes a 3/3 
creature that’s sali a land. 

@, Sacrifice Lifespark Spelibomb: Draw 
a card. 

“Awaken that which was never asleep.” 
—Spellbomb piscription 

MIRRODIN. 
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Whenever a nonroken creature vou control is 

put inte a graveyard from play, put a charge 

counter on Lightning Coils. 

At the beginning of your upkeep, if Lightning 
Coils has five or more charge counters on it, 

remove all of them from it and put that many 

3/1 red Elemental creature tokens with haste 

into play. Remove them trom the game at end 
of turn. 

Flying 

+ When Looming Hoverguard comes 
into play, put target artifact on top 

of its owner’s library. 

Although mute, hoverguards get their 

message across loud and clear. 

coma BOLL MM Fasc her 
Eee era Ee eRe TS CF 

i Artifact — Equipment 
: : : | 

‘quipped creature gets +4/+0, has 
trample, and has “Whenever this creature 
deals damage. you gain that much life.” 

Equip 3 (2: Attach to target creature vou 
control. Equip onty as a sorcery, Ths card 
comes inte play wnatiacied and stays in play 
if the creature leaves play.) 

{Luminous Angel 

Flying 

At the beginning of your upkeep, 

you may put a 1/1 white Spirit 

creature token with flying into play. 

| me Matthew D. Wilson 

MIRRODIN 

| mae Heather Hudson 

( Lightning Greaves 

Artfact — Equipment 

} Equipped creature has haste and can't 
be the target of spells or abilities. 

Equip © (0: Auach to target creature 
you contral. Equip only as a sorcery, [his 
card comes into play unauached and 
stays in play if the creature leaves play.) 

((Loxodon Mender 

%, ©: Regenerate target artifact. 

The Auriok believe that in the hands of 

& loxodon, no weapon can be broken. 

aS Ghee Coat, fe, 

4, ®: Target player draws a card, then 
discards a card from his or her hand. 
Tf that player discards an artifact card 
this way, untap Lumengrid Augur. 

Information pumps like blood through 

zedalken society. 

ii Artifact Creature — Golem 

#@: Malachite Golem gains trample 
until end of turn. 

Centuries before the first branches of the 
dangle gave shelter from the suns’ cold light, 
the shadows af golems were Marrodin’s only 

shade. 

s Creature — Elemental 

‘Trample 

Whenever Living Hive deals combat 
damage to a player, put that many 1/1] 
green Insect creature tokens into play. 

In ws center ts a single red ant, a queen 
that regulates the hive’s movements. 

At the beginning of your upkeep, the 
player with the lowest life total gains 
control of Loxedon Peacekeeper. If 
two or more players are tied for 
lowest life total, you chease one of 
them, and that player gains contrel of 
Loxodon Peacekeeper. 

ae Michael Suifin 4) 
BOS Whaak af the Coat, Gio 135 

(Creata 

Flying 

Whenever an artifact comes into play 
under your control, you may tap target 
permanent. 

The vedalken order thety Newrok sentinels to 
watch over the shores ef the Quicksilver Sea, 
as if they know of intruders vet to come. 

iim TOL PES P58 ie - 

ei tit seta Tee NHN, 

Each noncreature artifact is an artifact 
creature with power and toughness 
each equal to its converted mana cost. 
(Equipment that’s @ creature can’t equip 

a creature.) 

oom BOT TGR SOT 
SENAY. AR GREET) PRs ANS BROS AMY: 

emer a PR Oni sont 

SAS eh Wrcaed 

( Mask of 

Artifact Creature — Myr 

4 Trample 

) Tap an untapped artifact you control: 
Lodestone Myr gets +1/+1 until end 
of turn. 

When necessary, myr can override and 
control any artificial object, as can their 
EPERLOT. 

| Loxodon Punisher gets +2/+2 for | 
each Equipment attached to it. 

The loxodons believe punishment comes 

1H ftva steps: pain and atonement. They 

| carry a weapon for each. 

eaeds at the Comey MS FSET 

Creature — Human Wizard __ 

The Neurok, ike the vedatken, are on a 

constant guest for knowledge. It is their 
currency, their trade, their life. 

Weer e Sains OES ae nap tye 

Artifact — Equipment 

Whenever equipped creature deals 
combat damage to a player, you may draw 
two cards. Hf you do, discard a card fram 
your hand. 

Equip 2 Cb: Attach to taveet creature \' : 
control. Equip only as a sorcery. Tins card 
coures into play unattached and stavs i play | 
if the creature leaves play.) i 



Bysteria | 

( Enchantment — 

All creatures have haste. 

dhe sooner you see the whites of their 

eves, the sooner you'll spill the red of 

their blood. 

uamcert Acton Rex 

é FS BERG OE Nal Tipce ENG 

@, ©, Sacrifice Mindslaver: You 

control target player's next turn. 
(You see all cards that plaver could see 

and make ail decisions for the player. 

He or she doesn’t lose life because of 
mana burn.) 

(Molten Rain_ 

Destroy target land. If that land is 

nonbasic, Malten Rain deals 2 

damage to the land’s controller. 

When the molten rains fall, entire 

landscapes melt and flow away in 
rivulets of fire. 

amor thgh Janiiesen. 
EaSS: ae 

Sacrifice an artifact: Megatog gets 

+3/+3 and gains trample until end 
of turn. 

in an tronic bit of evolution, the megatog’s 
dozens af teeth are mainly ornamental, It 
prefers swalioeing things whole. 

pVentets 

IBS tearhe aati Cosa. Ses SIG 

At the beginning of your upkeep, 
draw a card if you had no cards in 

hand at the beginning of this turn, If 
you had a card in hand, Mindstorm 

Crown deals 1 damage to you. 

Moriok Scavenger 

When Moriok Scavenger comes 

Vinto play, you may return target 
artifact creature card from your 

) graveyard to your hand. 

| Many go to Mephidross in search of lost | 

riches. Mast end up as part of the cache. | 

_Mesmeric Orb 

Whenever a permanent becomes 
untapped, that permanent’s controller 
puts the top card of his or her library 
into his or her graveyard. 

A step in one direction is fivo steps away 
from another. 

Imprint ~~ When Mirror Golem comes 
into play, you may remove target card in a 
graveyard from the game. (The removed 
card i paprinted on this artifact) 

Mirror Golem has protection from each of {| 

the imprinted card’s card types. (The card 
tunes dre artifact, creature, enchanmient, 
hostant, land, and sorcery) 

Mourner’s Shield 

Imprint — When Mourner’s Shield come 
into play, vou may remove target card in a 
graveyard from the game. (The removed 
card 1 uuprinted on this artifact.) 

@, ©: Prevent all damage that weuld be 
dealt this turn by a source of your choice 
that shares a color with the imprinted card. 

Whenever an opponent draws a 
card, you may pay Ff. Hf you do, 

draw a card. 

“Ideas drift like petals on the wind. 1 

have only to Bft nw face to the breeze” 

Molder suc 

Creature 

At the beginning of each plaver’s 
upkeep, that player sacrifices an 
artifact. 

Fortunately jor it, Mirrodin is a plane 

vorthout salt. 

Mountain 

Myr Adapter 

Myr Adapter gets +1/+1 for each 
Aquipment attached to it. 

“The simplest way to plan ahead 1s 

merely to be ready for everything.” 

—~Pontijex, elder researcher 

MIRRODIN 



Artifact Creature — Myr 

Affinity for artifacts (This spell costs 

1 less to play for each arujact you 

control, ) 

4 Most nryr monitor other species. Some 

evr monitor other ny. 

When Myr Retriever is put into a 
graveyard from play, return another 
target artifact card from your 
graveyard to your hand. 

Mephidross gives wp treasure easily ... 

as long as you take its place. 

Fiying 

When Neurok Familiar comes into 
play, reveal the top card of your 

library. If it’s an artifact card, put it 

into your hand. Otherwise, put it 
into your graveyard. 

Nim Devourer 

Nim Devourer gets +1/+0 for each 
artifact you control. 

*¢: Return Nim Devourer from your | 

graveyard to play, then sacrifice a 
creature. Play this ability only during 
your upkeep, 

Leela olaeitnetatseieea 

erences 

‘Rte AChR eshOlAOlRlerheaeo ee 

a, @, Sacrifice Myr Incubator: 

Search your library for any number 
of artifact cards, remove them from 

1 the game, then put that many 1/1 

Myr artifact creature tokens inte 

| play. Then shuffle your library. 

Enchantment 

At the beginning of each player's 

upkeep, that player discards a card 
from his or her hand. 

Mephidross filled with roars of fury and 
seas of despair as the leonin fought to 
keep their memories from being juilled inta 
the pists. 

Equipped creature has flying. 

Hquip 2 (2: Atach to target creature 

you contral, Eguip only as a sorcery. This - 
card comes into play unattached and 
stays in play if the creature leaves play.) 

Nim Lasher gets +1/+-0 for cach 
artifact you control. 

The rotting metal feeds the necrogen 

musts, and im turn the mists feed the num. 3 

ii Artifact Creature — Myr 

2, @: Shuffle your library. 

i ft knows what vou are planning, and 

i does Hot approve. 

*, Sacrifice Necrogen Speilbomb: 
Target player discards a card from his or 
her hand. 

4, Sacrifice Necrogen Spellbomb: Draw | 
a card. 

“Forget that which was never known,” 
~—Spellbomb mscription 

Kon 

Neurok Spy is unblockable as long as 

defending player controls an artifact. 

From the murk of Mephidross to the heart 
of Keddotha, the vedalken send their 

servants forth to gather knowledge from 
every inch of Mirrodin. 

$25 

g 

®, Sacrifice Nim Replica: Target | 
creature gets -1/-] until end of turn. 

it kills with unfeeling matice. 

4 Near lei-Filad, the langle is almost 

ii Artifact Creature — Myr 

At the beginning of your upkeep, put 
a +1/+1 counter on Myr Prototype. 

Myr Prototype can’t attack or block 
unless you pay ¥ for each +1/+1 

| counter on it. (This cost is paid as 
attackers or blockers are declared, ) 

Protection from artifacts 

You may play Neediebug any time 
you could play an instant. 

silent, save for the trolls’ chants and the 
skittering of needlebugs. 

27 

abe biobtobaabtinesaefeehtanecncsonontitenscnaiie 

Equipped creanire gets +1/+1 for 
each Swamp you control, 

Equip—Pay 3 lite. (Pay 3 lye: Attach to 

target creature you control. Equip only as 
| a sorcery. This card comes into play 
unattached and stays in play if the 
creature leaves play. 

Nun Shambler gets +1/+0 for each 
artifact you control. 

Sacrifice a creature: Regenerate Nim 
Shambler. 

Called “the Dross” by its inhabitants, 
Mephidross is home to the nim, Mirrodin’s 
niindiess, ravenous wedead. 

3A | 
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Greature —Zombie 

Flying 

Nim Shrieker gets +1/+0 for each 
} artifact you control. 

Als imps thev were an annoyance. As 

num they are a pestilence. 

Last to charge, last to fail. 

| Pearl Shard 

< or ¥, Prevent the next 2 

damage that would be dealt to 

target creature or player this turn. 

Leonin folktales claim it was brought 

from beyond the sky by the first kha. 

token into play. 

All Airiok children know the tale, “Boleri 

and the Lone Day of Squashing.” 

Choose one —- Put a 5/5 green 
Beast creature token into play; or 

put five 1/1 green Insect creature 
Fe tokens into play. 

Entwine ®®® (Choose both if vou 

pay the entwine cost.) 

{{ Artifact Creature 

Pentavus comes into play with five 
+1/+1 counters on it. 

, Remove a +1/4+1 counter from 

Pentavus: Put a 1/1 Pentavite artifact 
creature token with flying into play. 

Sacrifice a Pentavite: Put a +1/+1 

Basic Land — Plains 

4, @: Pur a fate counter on target 
permanent. 

, ®, Sacrifice Oblivion Stone: 
Destroy each nonland permanent 
without a fate counter on it, then 
remove all fate counters from all 
permanents. 

Orni hopter 

tt Artfact Creature 

Revardless of the century, plane, or 

species, developing artificers never fail to | 

uruent the ornithopter, 

p@: Regenerate Pewrer Golem. 

Cennoies before the first channevs of 

Mephidross belched clouds of toxic gas, 
only the golems’ movements stirred the 

air of Mirrodin. 

Whenever Ogre Leadfoot becomes 

blocked by an artifact creature, 

destroy that creature. 

When the goblins need more scrap for 

the Creat Furnace, they simply let the 

ogres loose and follow im their wake. 

weetHenther Hudson 
=e S25 Sie ORR oats Tee 

Counter target spell unless its 

controller pays I for each artifact 
you control, 

“The Knowledge Pool has ail the 
answers—especially “Nal” 

Creature Wurm 

| Plated Slagwurm can’t be the target 
of spells or abilities your opponents 
control. 

| Beneath the Tangle, the wurm namels 
stretch... wide as a stone’s throzw, long 
as forever, deep as you dare. 

MIRRODIN 
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Artifact Creature — Angel 

Flying 

You can’t lose the game and your 
opponents can’t win the game, 

In its heart lies the secret af Immortality. 

4/4 | 

oe ar 

@ 8, &: Pur target creature on the bortom 
of its owner's brary. That creature's 
controller reveals cards fram the top of his 
or her brary until he or she reveals a 
creature card. The player puts that card 
itito play and the rest on the bettam of his 
or her tbrary in any order. Play this ability 
only any time you could play a sorcery. 

f 

12 

L Creature — Elemental 

@: Quicksilver Elemental gains all activated 

abilities of target creature until end of turn. 
Cf any of the abilines use that crearure’s name, 
use this creature's nant tastead.) 

You may spend bhie mana as though it were 
mana of any color to pay the activation 

LES es ae eee) 

‘Instant 

Return target permanent to its 

owner’s hand. 

“Onee cast, a spell can be undone. But 

once revealed, d secret can never again 
be kept.” 
——Pontijex, elder researcher 

conc Randy GARE IOS 
Beer Be Sas e RS 

MIRRODIN 

(Artifact S| 

©, Remove a counter from a permanent 
you control: Choose one — Put a charge 
counter on target artifact; or put a 
+1/+1 counter on target creature. 

Never content, vedalken arnficers continually | 
hitker with the: 

Psychic Mernbrane 

(Walls can’t attack.) 

Whenever Psychic Membrane blocks, 
you may draw a card. 

dhe vedatken akeays put their best thought 
jorward, 

Sse ease ts: 

At the beginning of cach player's upkeep, 
that plaver puts a Hood counter on target 
non-Island land he or she controls. That 
land is an Island as long as it has a flood 
counter on it. 

At end of turn, if all lands in play are 
Islands, remove all flood counters from 
them. 

Flying 

When Reiver Demon comes into play, 
if you played it from your hand, 

| destroy all nonartifact, nonblack 
creatures. They can’t be regenerated. 

eect 

= 
& 

‘Target creature gets +3/+3 and gains 

trample until end of turn. 

Ef you hear it coming, you're not its prey. 

Whenever a spell or ability causes a 
player to shutfle his or her library, 
Psychogenic Probe deals 2 damage to 
him or her. 

dhe same devices sold as surgeons’ tools 1 

Lumengrid are sold as implements of 
torture in Mephnuaross. 

Put two 1/1 white Soldier creature 
tokens into play. 

“The nim raid our homes without 

warning. We must defend our hones / WO PHY se 

without hesitation.” 

 peoasta” JOUR Maisan i 
EMER, GARI hae Cin 

Enchanted artifact has “At the 

beginning of your upkeep, you lose 
12 lite” 

A sword that has seen cowardice ut 
battle exacts the price of honor from its 
anelder. 

| 

i 

{ 

Choose one -- You draw five cards and 

Fyou lose 5 hfe: or pur a black Demon 
creature token with flyme inte play with 
power and toughness each equal ro the 
number of cards in your hand as the token 
comes into play. 

Entwine & (Choose both if you pay the 
eHfwine cost.) 

@, Sacrifice Pyrite Spellbomb: Pyrite 
Spellbomb deals 2 damage to target 
creature or player. 

©, Sacrifice Pyrite Spellbomb: Draw 
a card. 

“Afelt that which mas never frozen,” 

Razor Barrier 

‘Target permanent you control gains 

protection from artifacts or from the 
color of your choice until end of turn. 

“We protect our homelands, Why should 
they not protect ws?” 

Choose one ——- Creatures you 

comtrol ger +1/+1 until end of turn; 

or untap all creatures you contral. 

Entwine 2 (Choose both if you pay 

the entaine cost.) 



(Rule of Law 

Each player can’t play more than 

one spell each turn. 

Appointed by the kha hiniself, members 

of the tribunal ensure all disputes are 

settled with the utmost fairness. 

(Scale of Chiss-Goria 

Affinity for artifacts (Tis spell costs 1 
less to play for each artifact you control) 

You may play Scale of Chiss-Goria 
any time you could play an instant. 

@: Target crearure gets +0/+1 unl 

end of turn. 

(Seat of the Synod isn’t a spell) 

®: Add @ to your mana pool. 

Lumuengrid, sue of the Knowledge Pool, 
source of vedaiken arcana. 

( Shared Fate 

‘Enchantment 

Ifa player would draw a card, thar player 
removes the top card of an opponent's 
library from the game face down instead. 

Each player may look at and play cards he 
or she removed from the game with Shared 
Fate as though they were in his or her hand. 

{ Rust Elemental 

Artifact Creature — Elemental 

Flying 

| At the beginning of your upkeep, 

sacrifice an artifact other than Rust 

Elemental. If you can’t, tap Rust 
Elemental and you lose 4 life. 

Es 

(Scrabbling Claws 

*: Target player cemoves a card in 

his or her graveyard from the game. 

d, Sacrifice Scrabbling Claws: 
Remove target card in a graveyard 

from the game. Draw a card. 

| Each player returns to play all 

artifact, creature, enchantment, and 

land cards that were put mto his or 

her graveyard from play this turn. 

The bright tunnel sometimes leads back 

te life. 

ner Greg Staples 
cone 

Destrey target artifact, 

Days of planning. Weeks of building. 
Months of perfecting. Seconds af 

smashing. 

Whenever Rustmouth Ogre deals 
combat damage to a player, you 
may destroy target artifact that 

player controls. 

It has an tron stomach. Literally. 

As Sculpting Steel comes into play, 

you may choose an artifact in play. 
If you do, Sculpting Steel comes 
into play as a copy of thar artifact. 

An artificer once dropped one in a vault | 
1 fuil of coins. She has yet to find ir. 

Add @@@ 28 to your mana pool. 

Vidshok mana rituals echo the day 

euhen the red sun burst through 
Murrodin’s surface to take its place 

the heavens, 

iba Sn beste 

As an additional cost to play Shrapnel 
Blast, sacrifice an artifact. 

Shrapnel Blast deals 5 damage to target 
creature or player. 

From trinket to trawmna. 

( Scythe of the Wretched 

‘ 
i 
5 i i 
: 
- i 
: 
g 

Rustspore Ram 

W\Artifact Creature 

When Rustspore Ram comes into 

play, destroy target Equipment. 

Where herds have passed, the dented 
4 ground ts lined with piles of rust. 

Equipped creature gets +2/+2. 

Whenever a creature dealt damage by — i 
equipped creature this turn is put into a 
graveyard, return that card te play under 
your control. Attach Scythe of the : 
Wretched to that creature. ' 

2 P 2 

Equip & 

(Serum Tank 

Whenever Serum Tank or another 

artifact comes into play, put a 
charge counter on Serum lank. 

3, @, Remove a charge counter 

from Serum Tank: Draw a card. 

©: Add @ to your mana pool. 

The vedalken saw the nvyr as tovs, 
unaware of the uitelligence lurkoig 

behind thety empty eves. 
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3, © or ®, ®: Rerurn target artifact 

creature card from your graveyard to 
| your hand. 

} Metal permeates the marrow of every bone 
n Mephidross—except one, 

As long as Skyhunter Cub is equipped, 
it gets +1/+1 and has flying. 

Every young leonin wishes to become a 
skyhunter, jor they sear closest to the suns. 

(Creature — Cat Knight 
Flying, first strike 

“They are the first to raise the alarm 
when the levelers attack, and the first to 

risk their lives to defend the pride.” 

( Slagwurm Armor 

Artifact — Equipment 

Equipped creature gets +0/+6, 

Equip @ €3- Attach to target creature 

| you control, Equip only as a sorcery. This | — 
4 card comes into play unattached and 

~—Raksha Golden Cub, leonin kha stays it play if the creature leaves play.) 

J 
ho ie ad amar Mati Cavett] 

sassy Rausch, WEG EASE SIRS snes St Bie Kloet, Tit 

(Stith Ascendant { lith Firewalker ~ Ba} = 

Creature — Sli 
Flying ® Whenever Slith Bloodletter deals combat 

Whenever Slith Ascendant deals combat | > damage to a player, put a +1/+1 counter 
damage to a player, put a +1/+1 counter On 
on it. i@: Regenerate Slith Bloodlerter. 

Creature — Slith Creature — Slith 

Haste 

Whenever Shth Firewalker deals combat 

damage to a player, put a +1/+1 counter 
on it. 

+ Whenever Slith Predator deals combat 

fastinctively drawn to the light af its 
“Snother-sun, each slith follows that sur’s 
path around Mirrodin. 

Be Goblins fear the slith, believing they are 
= Rasy uished front the womb of the Steel 

within Kuldotha. 

Born anud the molten metal of the Great 
Pienace, the slith have more than adapted to 
the perils of a metal world. 

3 3 : eeapastine: Swihet 
Caret, &e. TIER Se ~ a Age : RSE des AEG Rete ae TS HERES Loo RRe Sie FOS Se 

Before and After 

Sweden’s Jens Thoren was the supreme victor 

at the 2002 Magic Invitational, the Magic 

equivalent of an all-star game. Each year, sixteen 

elite players compete for a unique prize: the right 

to design a card to be included in an upcoming set. 

(You can check out the archives of sideboard.com 

for full coverage of the event, which was played 

using Magic Online.) But Invitational cards often go 

through many changes 

from their original form. 

Thoren submitted his 

card as “Forestfolk,” a 

green-and-blue Elf Wizard. 

Right off the bat, Wizards’ 

R&D staff knew that the 

card’s mana cost would have 

to change. It’s not very exciting 

to go get a land after you 

already have four, hace eCebtatcmeceracy 

' of your colors, and the Mirrodin 

] a: Sacre Soldier Rep: Soi | a set couldn't —_ accommodate 

}] attacking or blocking creature, s..—rUr~C~COCO enemy-color multicolored cards 

| anyway. So the first step in the 

Whenever Slith Strider becomes blocked, 
draw a card. Cc 

shoose one —- Destroy all creatures 
} Whenever Slith Strider deals combat with power 2 or less; or destroy all 
damage to a player, put a +i/+1 counter creatures with power 3 or greater. 
on it. 

Entwine-——Sacrifice two lands. (Choose 
Al slith’s fort and function are determined by both uf you pay the entiwine cost.) 
the color of the sun under which it’s born. 

woe Dave Dariant 
Ret: VWicarde of the taast. feds BARE 

Soldier Repl ica 

: Arufact Creature — Soldier 

4 fi fights with odusman vigor. 
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Affinity for artifacts (This spell costs VL 
less ta play for each artifact you contral.) 

The vedalken micrrogate all piruders— 
once the hoverguards are done with them. 

A imprint -- When Soul Foundry comes into 
play, you may remove a creature card m 

4 your hand from the game. (The removed 
4 card & terprinted on this artifact) 

®&, © Put a creature token into play that’s 

a copy of the imprinted creature card. X is 

( Soul Nova ° 

Remove target attacking creature 

and all Equipment attached to it 

from the game. 

| Within seconds, the nim was consumed 

in blinding sunfire. Afterwards, only a 

puddle of molten iron remained. 

M4 Imprint — When Spellweaver Helix comes unto 

fe play, you may remove two target sore: ards 

Ea ma single graveyard from the game. 

4 renu ave pnprintsd on Uns art? 

Whenever a card is played, if it has the same 

Ff name as one of the imprinted sorcery cards, 

vou may copy the other and play the copy 

Without paying its mana cost. 

‘Enchantment 

m Name a card. Reveal cards from the 
2 top of your library until you reveal 

| the named card, then put that card 
7 into your hand. Remove ail other 
m cards revealed this way from the o 

game, and you lose | life for each of @ 
@ the removed cards. 

#@, ©: Spikeshot Goblin deals 

damage equal to its power to target | @: Add 7 to your mana pool. 

creature or player. 6: Stalking Stones becomes a 3/3 
artifact creature that’s suill a iand. 
(this effect daesn’t aid at end of turn.) 

If an artifact would deal damage to 
you, prevent 1 of that damage. 

The path of a gablin shaman ts @ 
journey through a thousand ways of 

hurting people. 

Purity rejects artifice. 

ace Thomas Gianni ect Adan Polaris 
WEL FIGS = eget Ke 

AS OF ite Carat. Bne, GCSES 2ORES irda betes atten hs sy 

card’s development was to change the card to a 2/1 Elf for OG». 

Thoren’s card turned out to be a lot more powerful than it looked. This 

set of abilities was way too strong to print at just three mana, and R&D 

quickly started testing it at @¢). In the meantime, the development team 

also began to wonder whether green was really the best place for this card. 

One of R&D’s goals for Invitational cards is to take the winner's idea and 

somehow make it fit the block in which it’s printed, while staying true to 

the spirit of the design. Thus Darwin Kastle’s Avalanche Riders gained 

echo and Chris Pikula’s Meddling Mage became a multicolored card. 

What if “Jens” (pronounced YENS) were an artifact creature? It would 

be versatile enough to include in any deck, and the card could become 

a more integral part of the Mirrodin set's artifact theme. The result is 

Solemn Simulacrum. The card lost its 

creature types, but it became much 

more powerful because no colored 

Artifact Creature | 

When Solemn Simulacrum comes into 
play, you may search your library for a ie 

basic land card and put that card into play | - 

4 tapped. If you do, shuffle your library. a 

4 When Solemn Simulacrum is put into a 

4 graveyard from play, you may draw a card. 

On the creative side, it’s traditional that the 

Invitational winner’s likeness is included in the 

card’s illustration. That’s always a challenge, but an 

artifact creature presents a new set of difficulties. 

After all, artifact creatures don’t really wear glasses 

as Jens does—or even have hair. It was also impor- 

tant to avoid making him look too mechanical, like 

some sort of “Robo-Jens.” But careful art direction 

from Jeremy Cranford and a great execution by 

illustrator Greg Staples allayed our fears. 

mana is needed to play it. At @ 

it proved to be quite good in 

testing, but not so good that it 

was “broken.” 

MIRRODIN 



— Wall 

(Walls can’t attack.) 

“We sculpt the land into what we need-— 
homes, armament, fortresses of war. Our 
strength comes not only from knownig, but 
frome commanding the terrain.” 
~——Raksha Golden Cub, leonin kha 

Search your library for a land card, 

reveal it, and put it into your hand. 

Then shuffle your library. 

One glimpse of an elf’s home lasts her 

meeks atvay in the wil 

e: Add ¢ to your mana poel. 

©: Add @ or @ to your mana pool, 
Talisman of Impulse deals | damage 
to you. 

MIRRODIN 

ei ctcitctctectectecteeetertonienvanecsepueienineda 

Whenever you're dealt damage, put that 
many charge counters on Sun Droplec. 

At the beginning of each player's 
upkeep, you may remove a charge 
counter from Sun Droplet. If you do, 
you gain | life. 

2, ©: Remove target permanent 

you control from the game. 

2, Sacrifice Synod Sanctum: 

Rerurn to play under your control 

all cards removed from the game 
with Synod Sanctum. 

*: Add { to your mana pool. 

©: Add & or @ to your mana pool. 
Talisman of Indulgence deals 1 damage | 
tO you. 

LAL CL ARR eI 

i Creature — C 

(Sunbeam Spellbomb_ 

| ®, Sacrifice Sunbeam Spellbomb: 
You gain 5 life. 

., Sacrifice Sunbeam Spellbomb: 
' Draw a card. 

ee: 
ure that which was never ul.” 

4 —Spellbomb inscription 

at Soldier 

When Taj-Nar Swordsmith comes 
into play, you may pay &. If you do, 
search your library for an Equipment 
card with converted mana cost X or 

less and put that card into play. Then 
shuffle your library. 

wee THE Lackwood 
BNC SSAA ABS Wierda od ioe 

bd 

e: Add © to your mana poal. 

: Add ® or ® to your mana pool. 
‘Talisman of Progress deals 1 damage 
tO you. 

ineeeeececcdecteceetdeiecbaed 

erect 

Eguipped crearure gets +5/45 

Whenever equipped creature deals damage 
to a creature, remove that crearure from 
the game. 

Equip & (4: ditach to tarvet creature you 
control Equip only as a sorcery. The card 
comes fite play unattached and stays ay play 
i the creature leaves play.) 

» Add @ to your mana pool. 

©: Add & or ® to your mana pool, 

‘Talisman of Dominance deals 1 damage | 
to) you. 

: Add # to your mana pool. 

e: Add @ or # to your mana pool. 

‘Talisman of Unity deals | damage 
to you. 



1, ©: You gain 1 life. 

Druids converted sevaths of the langle 

into tanglebloom orchards. Though 
| heavy tools are needed to cut a leaf mn 
the Tangle, tanglebloom fruit 1s easily 
plucked by hand. 

eature — Troll Warrior 

1 @: Regenerate Tel-Jilad Exile. 

Bor his crimes, he was made to ferget all 

the trolls’ secrets. Now he knows only 
that he 1s outcast, but not why. 

Destroy target nonartifact, nonblack 

m creature. It can’t be regenerated. 

“4 simple trap im a dark corner of the 
mind, and their nightmares catch up 
evith them.” 

Geth, keeper of the Vault 

Timesifter 

At the beginning of cach player's upkeep, 
each plaver removes the top card of his or 
her lhrary from the game. The player who 
removed the card with the highest 
converted mana cost takes an extra turn 
after this one. If bwo or more players’ cards 
are tied for highest cast, the ted players 
repeat this process until the tle is broken. 

Whenever a player plays 4 creature 
spell, that player adds @ to his or her 

mana pool, 

As if there’s glitch im the systent, the langle 

4 sometimes folds ta on uself, throwing off 
sparks af mana in a neystifying display. 

Feieeenetrrvereureatevenvetterectentetete eterno ter, 

©: Put target permanent you own 

on the bottom of your library. 

| Erched on lel-Filad’s trunk is an entire 

history of Mirradin-——except for an 

sxpanse near the ground scrubbed 
smooth by an unknown hand. 

| Thirst for Knowledge 

nr Wayne England 

: 

Draw three cards. Then discard two 
cards from your hand unless you discard 
an artifact card from your hand. 

Lasnuph, the fluid essence of blinkmorhs, ts 
ei : xx the rush of tntellect ut 

*: Titanium Golem gains first 

strike until end of turn. 

Centuries before the first blades of the 
Razor Fields chimed m the wind, 
Mirrodin echoed unth the goles’ footsteps. 

Toot 

Creature — Elf Archer 

| Protection from artifacts 

Tel-Tilad Archers may block as though 

Hit had flying. 

| They are extensions of the Tangle, stretching 
| is vines into the furthest reaches of the sky. 

Tempest of Light 

Destroy all enchantments. 

“This world reeks of another’s hand. 

Someone or something ts defynig the 

power of the gods and shaping this 
planet. I intend for it to stop.” 

| —Glissa Sunseeker 

SSR 8 AVES IS BR Cet 36h 

(artifact 
imprint — When Vhought Prison comes mto ' 
play, you may have target player reveal his or 

her hand. If vou do, choose a nonland card 

frorn it and remove that card from the game. 

(The vemoved card is onprinted on this aviijact.} 

Whenever a player plays a spell that shares 3 

color of converted mana case with the 

imprinted card, Thought Prison deals 2 

damage to thar player. 

a 

| Choose one —— Search vour library for 
up to two creature cards, reveal them, | 

put them into your hand, then shuffle 
your library; or put up to two creature | 

cards from your hand into play. 

Entwine 2 (Choose both if you pay the 

entsime cost.) 

[Tel-Jilad Chosen 
et Sette 

ii i 

{Creature — Elf Warrior 

| Protection from artifacts 

“Tt is my honor to keep safe Tel-Filad’s 
secrets, not to know them.” 

Choose one --- Each player shuffles 
his or her hand and graveyard into 

his or her library; or each player 

draws seven cards. 

F Entwine @ (Choose both if vou pay 

the entwine cost.) 

sence PTCA TAPER 
SS Be aoe sash de 3S ohhe: Kea EC 

Affinity for artifacts (Tvs spell costs 4 
less to play for each artifact you control.) 

Draw two cards. 

lédalker eves don’t see the beauty m things. 
Thev see only what those things can teach. 

ehrande 
ied thse Koes Sats 9 

4 Affinity for artifacts (Zhis spell costs & 
less ta play for each artifact you control, ) 

You may play Tooth of Chiss-Goria 
any time you could play an instant. 

Target creature gets +1/+0 untl 

end of turn. 

MIRRODIN 
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®, ©: Target creature gers +6/+6 
until end of turn. 

The wr-golem runes tell of the 

transformation of Mirrodin’s warden 
from silent guardian to merciless god. 

As an additional cost to play Trash 

for Treasure, sacrifice an artifact. 

Return target artifact card from 

your graveyard to play. 

Goblins generally have tivo possessions: 

92999509050 

man 

4d ®. Regenerate target green creature. 

t “The secret of this world weighs upon ws, 
| and we have been shaped by time and 
duty to bear w.” 

Whenever an artifact comes into 

play, Vermiculos gets +4/+-4 unul 
end of turn. 

Mirrodin’s artificial environment 
requires iis own predators, scavengers, 
and senseless forces of nature. 

MIRRODIN 

evnineectiaienerterceteccntectontoeey 

(Tower of Fons 

8, ©: You gain 10 life, 

its etchings tell the wr-golems’ stories of 

an entity able to force life mto a hfeless 
plane. 

( free of lales isnt a spell) 

=: Add ® to your mana pool. 

| del-Filad, sanctum of the ancient troils, 
| Reepers of the secret of Mirrodin’s origni. 

Destroy target Equipment. Then add 

® to your mana pool. 

| Mirrodin’s inhabitants must be prepared 
| for anvtling—including suddenly being 
| unprepared, 

Creature — EY Druid 

: Add an amount of # to your 

mana pool equal to Viridian Joimer’s 
power. 

i “The Tangle reaches out to itself 
constantly, forming new contections. 

We must follow its example.” 

Tower of Fortunes 

&, ©: Draw four cards. 

Zhe ur-golem etchings begin by 
celebrating Mirrodin’s creator, a golem 

of abnost limitless power. They end by 
cursing its protector, a being called 
Memnarch. 

(Triskelion a 

aLur 

‘Triskehon comes into play with 
three +1/+1 counters on it. 

Remove a +1/+1 counter from 

‘Triskelion: Triskelion deals 1 
damage to target creature or player. 

VA) 

Equipped creature has “*: This 
creature deals 1 damage to target 
creature or player.” 

Equip 3 (2: Attach te target creature 

you control. Equip only as a sorcery. This 
card comes into play unattached and 

stays i play if the creature leaves play.) 

| 
tic i re OL LSA RAC 

lf Artifact 

&, ©: larget player puts the top 

eight cards of his or her library into 
his or her graveyard. 

Etched on its surface are warnings from 
a long-lost race of wr-golems pushed to 
the brink of extinction. 

Creature — Troll Shaman 

| Troll Ascetic can’t be the target of 
4 spells or abilities your opponents 

control. 

/®: Regenerate Troll Ascetic. 

| it’s no coincidence that the oldest rolls 
are also the avpriest, 

aE OE 

Creature Vedaiken Wizard _ 
= 

4 Whenever you play an artifact spell, 
draw a card. 

| understands.” 

~——Fanus, speaker of the synod 

‘Creature — Elf Shaman 

When Viridian Shaman comes into 

play, destroy target artifact. 

Because the elves are so tn touch with 

Mirrodin’s nature, they understand best 

how to dismantle it. 



Equipped creature has trample and 
can’t be blocked by more than one 

creature, 
Equip 2 (2: Attach to target creature 
you control. Equip only as a sorcery. This 
card comes into play unattached and 
stays in play if the creature leaves play.) 

Artifact — Equipment 

Equipped creature gets +4/+2 and 
doesn’t untap during tts controiler’s 
untap step. 

Equip & (3: Attach te target creature 
you control, Equip only as a sorcery, This 
card comes into play unattached and 
stays tn play if the creature leaves play.) 

War Elemental 

Creature — Elemental _ 

When War Elemental comes into 

play, sacr‘fice it unless an opponent 
was dealt damage this turn, 

Whenever damage is dealt to an 

opponent, put that many +1/+1 

counters on War Elemental. 

es Anthony S. Waters 
Mikeat ob itte Cant, See EF 

Artifact — Equipment 

Whenever equipped creature deals 
combat damage to a player, destroy all 
permanents other than Worldslaver. 

Equip & (3: Attach te target creature you 
control. Eguip only as a sorcery. This card 
comtes into play unattached and stavs tn 
plav if the creature leaves play.) 

“Vi 

‘Artifact — Equipment 

Equipped creature gets 3/43. 

Equip - < Attach to target creature 
you control. Equip only as a sorcery. This 
card comes into play unattached and 
stays at play if the creature leaves pi 

Choose one — Regenerate each 
creature you control; or Wail of the 

Nim deals | damage to each 
creature and each player. 

Entwine ® (Choose both if yeu pay 

the entwine cost.) 

Sacrifice Welding Jar: Regenerate 
target artifact. 

The wires crazel over broken metal and 

heat themselves to melting, filling cracks 

giackly and efficiently. 

| Target player discards two cards 

from his or her hand unless he or she 
discards an artifact card from his or 

her hand. 

What ws the sound af one head snapping? 

aeneineinenivenoinsiasovornienienaenion 

Creature — Human Warrior 

Haste 

When Vulshok Battlemaster comes into 
play, attach all Equipment in play to it. 
(Control of the Equipment doesn’t change.) 

“7 could denonstvate how the leonin 
suisplicer coorks, bur then youd be too dead 
to buy one” 

phaser Walker 
Seeks Fe TIS Wao hale Eoaar, biey td 

(Walls can’t attack.) 

Pay 1 life: Wall of Blood gets +1/+1 

until end of turn. 

| Blood ts thicker than mortar. 

Flying 
;, Sacrifice Wizard Replica: Counter 

target spell unless its controller pays 

dt responds wah winatural precision. 

ie 

Wurmskin Forger _ 

+ 
When Wurmskin Forger comes into 
play, distribute three +1/+1 counters 
among any number of target creatures. 

it takes three weeks for a patral of huzters 
to down a slagewurm. It wakes just as long 
te make a single cia in its hide. 

Creature — Human Berserker 

Haste 

He experiences every emotion with 

passion and repays every slight with 
uengeance. 

er Pete Vents 
& saat Sonate ae 2 Reon hae Boast Sach Be. 

When Wanderguard Sentry comes 

into play, look at target opponent’s 

hand. 

Created by the vedaiken to guard 

Lumengrid, the drones’ empty eyes look 

bevond the Quicksilver Sea. 

Fear 

Whenever Woebearer deals combat 

damage to a player, you may return 

target creature card from your 

graveyard to your hand. 

Attacking doesn’t cause Yotian 
Soldier to tap. 

Poets dream the verses of otherworldly 
stories. Artificers dream the blueprints of 

otherplanar artifacts. 
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ARTIFACTS AND LANDS 

Cc Override _ 

U Psychic Mem 
R Quicksilver E 

C Regress 

R Shared Fate | 

U Slith Strider | _ oo _ 

C Somber Hoverguard _ 103 U Rustmouth One 

R Temporal Cascade $$$ OL] 104 C Seething Song 

U Thirst for Knowledge oO 105 C Shatter 
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OO 220 C Nim Replica . C Great Furnace 
©OF 221 U Nuisance En C Seat of the Synod 
Oo. 222k Oblivion S 1 284 U Stalking Stones 

O° > Omega ! 1 285 C Tree of Tales 
6 C Vault of Whispers 

287 L Plains 

sig pane ieaenne 

218 Cc. Ancien Den 

279 U Blinkmoth Well 
280 C Cloudpost 

281 R Glimmervoid | 
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